AJRU Virtual Asian Championship 2022 Video Requirement
-

Check out our video recording and submission guidelines for all event
submission camera setups and video requirements. These guidelines
will help ensure that we can see athletes clearly and judge all
submissions correctly.

-

All athletes need to stand in front of the camera and show the AJRU
2022 VAC confirmation code to verify the submitted video.

-

The confirmation code will be available after the start of applications.
Video Requirement

In order to ensure the competition videos can be judged fairly and accurately,
please follow the below video requirements and suggestions:
-

Requirement:
If all requirements are not complied with, the video may be rejected or
not graded as well as it would if requirements were followed.

● Film in landscape (wide) format, not vertically
● The frame of the video should be fixed – moving, panning, zooming
during the recording are not allowed
● Place the audio (music, timing track) source close to the camera so the
audio is recorded clearly. For speed events, the timing track must be
clearly audible throughout
● Athletes who leave and re-enter the video will be disqualified. Any skill or
step that occurs in the frame or hinders may not be judged; The entire
movement and all competitors should be within the frame the whole time.
● For speed, if the line of sight to the right foot is obstructed, some of
these jumps may not be counted

-

Recommendations:
This is a suggestion for making the best videos and tips for making
them easier to follow and perform well in video production. It will lead
you to make a high-quality video by following the guideline in this
document.

● 1080p or 720p resolution
● Record in 50 frames per second (50 FPS), 60 frames per second (60
FPS), or higher
● A tripod stand is recommended to keep the camera steady
● If the sound is weak or distorted, it may affect the performance of
athletes
● Ensure you are recording audio and, if possible, avoid recording in a
noisy environment.
● Music shall be recorded in video and captured on the video for the use
of the judges. Please test the recording and adjust it before recording.
For speed items, timing traces should be captured in the record to
record stop and stop markers.
● Consider marking the floor with the edges of the camera frame so the
athlete can avoid running out of the frame
● Keep a small gap above, below, and to each side of the athletes.
● When recording speed events, try to keep a clear angle to the right
foot. It is harder to count when the left foot obstructs the right foot.
● For recording speed items, keep your right foot at a clear angle when
recording. When the left foot is in the way of the right, the calculation is
more difficult.
● Have athletes avoid walking between the active jumper and the
camera.

-

Video Verification:
At the beginning of the video, all the contestants had to stand still and
face the camera for three seconds in order to be identified. During this
period, they will also have to show a verification code to verify that the
action was recorded after the video slot was open. All athletes must
remain within the frame from the start to the end of the confirmed
routine.

-

Video/audio editing after recording is not allowed
Any editing of the video (except at the beginning or end) is strictly
prohibited. If it is determined that the submitted video has been edited,
this will result in disqualification and the possibility of additional sanctions
and disciplinary action under AJRU’s code of conduct and ethics.
Post-recording editing prohibitions include (but are not limited to):

● Zooming in/out
● Adjusting timing
● Adding titles
● Converting/re-encoding
● Adjusting brightness, contracts
● Adjust audio volume
● Adding filters
● Any other modifications other than cutting off the beginning/end of the
video, even if this does not give the athlete an advantage

-

Video Review:
If you would like a review of a video because you are unsure if it meets
the requirements, you can submit a Video Review Request. The
deadline to submit these requests is 16/9/2022. (Video Review)

-

View our instructional videos
View our instructional videos to see some examples of how to record
your events for the AJRU Virtual Asian Championship 2022.
You can find it on AJRU, HKRSA and AJRU social media.

Note:
- If a video does not follow the above requirements, it will be disqualified.
Please send your questions to VAC support or submit your video early and
use the Video Review Request form if you are unsure.
- For any enquiries, please contact the organizing committee by email
(vac2022@ajru.sport)
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*In case of any disputes, AJRU and the organizing committee of the
AJRU Virtual Asian Championship 2022 reserve the right to make the
final decision*

